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Desiderius Erasmus Roterodamus, a Dutch humanist,philologist, social and religious thinker, and translator wrote inhis “Letter to William Warham,” dated 1506: “To turn excellentGreek into excellent Latin you need an exceptional craftsmanwho has greatly enriched his knowledge of the two languages byaccumulating an abundance of material. He must also possess apiercing eye that is always wakeful, and that is why for manycenturies nobody in this field has been voted unanimously intothis position” [6]. Five centuries later this seemingly outdatedopinion is more topical than ever and holds deep meaning.The growth of translation studies which brings togetherwork in a wide variety of fields (including linguistics, literarystudy, history, law, and economics), as a separate discipline hasstarted in the 1980s. Nowadays translation – the act of commu-nicating the meaning of a text in another language - has come tobe regarded as “a complex linguistic process carried out by aprofessional practitioner who has to maintain a delicate balancewhen bridging languages and cultures” [5]. And the translationof legal texts and documents – the so-called “legal translation” –is considered to be one of the most difficult and problematicareas of translation studies.As it turns out, most judges and lawyers find the meaning oflegal texts (especially those written in a foreign language) quiteincomprehensible. It is not surprising: there is such a variety oflanguages and dialects, that it is a miracle that people can conveymeaning to each other in every day life, let alone in specialisedfields of knowledge. That is why translation is such an impor-tant activity for people speaking different languages.The transfer of words, sentences and ideas from one lan-guage to another is not a straightforward task. A language, notleast the English language, is full of idioms, figures of speech andmetaphors that are difficult to translate exactly into other lan-guages. Sometimes it is even impossible to do so without furtherclarification. And there is hardly any need to emphasize the im-portance of accurate translation when it comes to legal docu-ments and statements, isn’t it?The last fifty years, partly thanks to the remarkable growthof telecommunications and the invention of the Internet, haveseen a huge increase in international travel and communicationto a degree that would have seemed astonishing in the middleof the twentieth century. Thus, the need for translating words ina legal context expanded far beyond a courtroom into the globaleconomy, the international world of treaties and agreements andthe dealings of different communities and individuals.At the present moment English is the main language of sci-entific press, business negotiations and documents. Moreover itwould be quite impossible to use computer and Internet tech-nologies if you do not know this universal language. Howeverdespite the obvious necessity for professionals to learn English,many graduates in Russia still demonstrate a very poor com-mand of this language. One of the main reasons for such unfor-tunate circumstance is the lack of motivation to study a foreignlanguage, as well as limited educational resources.The world of regional and global commerce and culture willobviously continue to expand, which implies the constant needfor bridges of language, and law has played a vital part in thecommunication between nations and is playing an even moreimportant role in our increasingly globalised world. Building theinternational rule of law is an important challenge for the 21st

century. To achieve this major goal we must cross the barriers oflanguage, and for that we need expert translators. This fact, un-fortunately, is often overlooked, in particular in the developmentof law and legal studies.It is a truth universally acknowledged that English is thedominant language in translations of law. In the case of many bi-lateral agreements even when the official languages of the twocountries concerned do not include English, the English text isoften included as an authentic text. English is also the languageused in most international trade documents; it is the languageof the Common Law. So, it would be quite impossible for a lawyerwho does not know this language to work with numerous legalpapers which can now be found on the Internet.World Wide Web opens for its users the universe of unlim-ited opportunities. A lawyer who has a good command of theEnglish language will always be able to contact his foreign col-leagues promptly, to find a required statute in a foreign legisla-torial data base (at http://portal.unesco.org/ for example) or totake part in an international teleconference. At the present mo-ment the legal Internet of the United States of America is con-sidered to be the most developed on the Web. It means that anylawyer who has Internet access has an opportunity to work withthe data in the American legislatorial data base, search by-laws,general legal news and information on government services. It isnot necessary to mention the importance of such resources forthe students specialising on the legal system of the United Statesof America. In American e-libraries students can find reports onalmost all trials which have taken place in the USA since 1990.For example Legal Information Institute: Supreme Court Collec-tion features a collection of nearly all opinions issued since May1990, as well as a current schedule, a gallery of justices, and aglossary (http://supct.law.cornell.edu/supct/). Besides somebasic information on trials and judiciary panel, such web-sitesalso feature different background and reference materials, con-cise dictionaries of law, information on non-governmental andnonprofit organizations dealing with legal issues, et cetera.Therefore the importance of a modern lawyer having a goodcommand of the English language and an ability to use interna-tional legal resources effectively is almost vital.But it is not enough.Understanding written texts is one thing. Rendering or evenproperly translating these texts into another language is an ab-solutely different matter. Many people doubt that translation isa science and believe that translating is easy, that actually anyperson can take a dictionary and translate any text into his na-tive tongue. In the modern world this task has become even eas-ier: one does not even have to buy a dictionary, because it can befound online, notwithstanding the existence of special devicesand software – the so-called electronic translators and inter-preters.For truth’s sake I now put it on record that such prompt ma-chine (or electronic) translation might work – in case of a simpletext. And though it might not be 100 % accurate and the text willneed post-editing, at least one will be able to understand thebasic meaning of this text. But no software programme, as wellas no device can translate a complex text (a newspaper article, abook or an agreement) properly. And in this respect translatorsmust agree with those who do not consider translation to be ascience. Indeed, it is not a science, but more of an art.
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ПедагогикаOver the centuries translators have carried out the tasks oftranslation in a scientific and artful manner, as translation is acomplex and delicate process that involves both scientific andartful efforts. The one who says that there can be nothing artfulabout translating a business contract or a vacuum cleaner man-ual is wrong. Translating technical, medical, scientific, legal andother types of specialised texts is to a certain extent more diffi-cult than translating social essays or fiction, and therefore it is anart. A good illustration of the increasing role that legaltranslation plays in the modern world is found in the EuropeanUnion (EU). The European Parliament makes laws that becomenational laws and are translated and published in its MemberStates’ official languages. Thus, the functioning of the EuropeanParliament is impossible without the assistance of translators.And in bilingual and multilingual countries such as Switzerlandand Canada there is the constant demand for bilingual and mul-tilingual translation. Due to the ongoing globalisation the de-mand for legal translation has also increased in monolingualcountries.In other words, legal translation plays an important role inthe economic, intellectual and institutional development of thetoday’s world and it most definitely deserves close attention. Itrequires special skills, knowledge and experience on the part ofthe translator to carry out legal translation. No wonder thatsome legal scholars describe legal translation as ‘the ultimatelinguistic challenge, combining the inventiveness of literarytranslation with the terminological precision of technical trans-lation” [8].But it is necessary to understand that though the legaltranslator’s skills and tasks are different form the lawyer’s andtherefore the legal translator does not have to be educated inlaw, the lawyer, however, is required to possess at least basicskills of legal translation. The lawyer’s job is not only to solvelegal problems, provide legal advice and interpret the law, butalso to understand and to be able to translate legal texts.Legal translation is a human process conditional on the lawitself, on its nature. The translator should take into account dif-ferent situational, verbal and social linguistic factors and pecu-liarities, otherwise errors are inevitable. Translation scholarslove telling the story of a great diplomatic scandal which wascaused by the translation mistake committed by the interpreterduring the official meeting of Nikita Khrushchev and RichardNixon in 1959. In his speech addressing the President of theUnited States of America Nikita Khrushchev boasted of the SovietUnion’s grandeur and promised “to show the United StatesKuzka’s mother” (a popular Russian idiomatic expression whichmeans "to teach someone a lesson, to punish someone in a bru-tal way"). The interpreter got confused and said something in-comprehensible about “the mother of Kuzma”. Many Americansthen believed that Khrushchev was talking about the new Sovietnuclear weapon. This incident most definitely did not help toease Cold War tensions.And if a translation mistake in a fiction book is to some ex-tent pardonable, an error in translation of a political speech or alegal text can be critical and even fatal.According to most scholars legal translation falls under thecategory of technical translation, which involves the use of thelanguage for special - legal - purpose, and can be classified intothe following categories: translation of legal scholarly papers(articles and textbooks), translation of legislative texts (treaties,conventions, statutes, codes, regulations and other normativetexts – both domestic and international), translation of privatedocuments (agreements, contracts, testaments, donatives, etcetera), and, finally, translation of case law (briefs, petitions, re-quests and other judicial texts).Legal philosophers agree that legal language is a normativelanguage which is related to norm creation, norm productionand norm expression [9]. This notion is conditional on the factthat law performs the basic and positively one of the most im-portant functions in society. It regulates human relationships onall levels of communication, governs human behaviour and de-

fines norms and standards of everyday life.However there have been some debates if it is scientificallycorrect to speak of the legal language as of the language of law.Some scholars believe that there is no such thing as legal lan-guage and that the language of legal texts is no more than a spe-cialised form of ordinary language. In any case such discussionis just a formality and it does not affect the vital importance of ac-curate translation of legal texts from one language to another.In its essence legal language is different from other spe-cialised languages - for example, the language of medicine or thelanguage of mathematics - which may be considered to be uni-versal technical languages. Legal language cannot be universalbecause it is “tied to a national legal system” [13], and writtenlaws and customary norms are different in different countriesand societies. Therefore legal translation does not only presumetranslating a legal text from one language to another, but alsotranslating this text from one independent legal system to an-other.According to David and Brierley’s classification of worldlegal systems or families, there are the Romano-Germanic Law(Continental Civil Law), the Common Law, Socialist Law, HinduLaw, Islamic Law, African Law and Far East Law [4]. Approxi-mately 80 % of the countries belong to the systems of CommonLaw (England and Wales and some of the former colonies of Eng-land, the United States of America, Australia, New Zealand andCanada) and Civil Law (Austria, Germany, France, Switzerland,Italy, Japan and some others). There are also countries with theinfluence from both the Common Law and the Civil Law (such asIsrael and Greece) and countries of mixed jurisdiction (China,for example, with the influence from the traditional Chinese Law,the Civil Law and Socialist Law). It means that translating a Ger-man legal text into French will be easier than translating an Eng-lish text into Chinese, but it is a cold comfort for the translator.Sylvia A. Smith believes that there are three suppositionsfor successful translation of legal texts: the legal translator mustacquire a basic knowledge of the legal systems, both in thesource language and the target language; the legal translatormust possess familiarity with the relevant terminology; the legaltranslator must be competent in the specific legal writing styleof the target language [11]. In other words, to translate a legaltext accurately into the target language a competent legal trans-lator must fully understand all the peculiarities of the source lan-guage, let alone be educated and literate enough to convey themeaning of the text in a proper style.One of the major difficulties of the legal translation is thetranslation of legal terminology, as it is necessary for the legaltranslator not only to know the terms themselves, but to under-stand all the unique features of such terms in the source lan-guage and in the target language. In some cases, for example, itwill be very difficult or even impossible to find equivalents inone language for the words which are quite generally used in an-other. For instance, in the United States of America legal profes-sionals are usually referred to as “lawyers” or “attorneys”,whereas in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and someother Common Law countries there are “solicitors” and “barris-ters”. However, there are no solicitors and barristers in Russia,and therefore there are no ready equivalents for such words inthe Russian language. Russian dictionaries give the transliter-ated variants of the words “solicitor” and “barrister” and ac-company such dictionary entries with correspondingcommentaries in which it is explained that in Britain a solicitoris a lawyer who advises clients on matters of law, draws up legaldocuments, prepares cases for barristers and who may repre-sent clients in certain courts, and a barrister is a lawyer who hasbeen called to the bar and is qualified to plead in the highercourts.Another terminological problem is the existence in differentlanguages of the so-called “legal synonyms” – legal terms thathave several synonyms which may resemble one another inmeaning, but differ in law. In English there are, for example,many words related to “law”: statute, regulation, legislation, rule,and some others. And an ex facte common English word “condi-
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tion” is considered to be one of the most ambiguous and difficultwords in contract law. This word may refer to an event the oc-currence or non-occurrence of which has been agreed by theparties to have a particular result. The second meaning describesany term of the contract, and a third meaning an important term(promise), the breach of which gives rise to a right to terminatethe performance of the contract [2].Both translators and legal scholars agree that there are“simple” languages and those which present a dilemma and achallenge. Among them are Russian and Chinese. In 1913 Yan Fu(1854 - 1921), one of the most influential legal translators inChina, wrote about legal synonyms that in the Chinese languagethe law of nature is called “li”, and prohibitions and decrees arecalled “fa”. “However, Western people call both of these “law”.Scholars should take careful note” [12]. And in the Russian lan-guage, for example, there is only one word for three English legalterms “pledge”, “charge” and “lien” – “залог” (“zalog”). Obvi-ously, it will be quite difficult to translate (or just understand)such words accurately without knowing the realia and specifi-cations of both the source language and the target language.But what if no equivalent is found in the target language? Inanswer to this question famous Russian translation scholarsSergej Vlahov and Sider Florin in their book “The Untranslatablein Translation” (“Neperevodimoe v perevode”) wrote that ifthere is no equivalent in the target language for the term used ina scientific text, the translator must adopt such a term (viatransliteration), create a new term or add a corresponding ter-minological meaning to a common lexical unit already existing inthe target language. “In any case a term must always be trans-lated by a term” [2].So it is absolutely obvious that only highly competent pro-

fessionals should be charged with translating legal texts. Unfor-tunately, there are few translation professionals specialising inlegal translation. The problem here is that translators are usuallyclassical scholars who first of all study literary translation andvery rarely undergo training in specialist translation, a fortioriget specialist education. Lawyers and legal professionals in turndedicate themselves to law studies and in many cases do nothave necessary knowledge, skills and talents to carry out trans-lations of legal texts.That is why it is crucially important for law students andlegal professionals to study not only the Law and English (hav-ing become the lingua franca) as separate subjects, but take legaltranslation courses and practice in Legal English. All Russian ed-ucational institutions, specialising in law or having faculties oflaw, which wish to graduate professional lawyers, should cer-tainly develop and implement such courses. Knowing the theoryis clearly not enough in our rapidly changing world. In order towork successfully – and internationally – any lawyer must notonly have a good command of the English language (both generaland legal), but also possess – at the very least – basic skills oflegal translation.Robert Frost, one of the greatest American poets of the 20thcentury, once said that “poetry is what gets lost in translation”.I will take the liberty of paraphrasing this quote and assume thatlegal texts are poetry of law, which is why it is so important notto “lose” them in translation. Even an unemotional scientific textcan seem poetic to a true scholar. When you see a defence attor-ney pronouncing his closing statement at a trial, does not he looklike an elocutionist reciting an ode? I think he does. And who candeny then that translation of legal texts is a science and not anart?
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